This guide shows GolfTraxx users how they can now map their favorite golf courses in
just minutes, right from the Golftraxx website.
This guide explains the ways in which you can immediately start mapping ANY
unmapped course within our database, complete it in minutes, and have it available for
download the same day.
Have you seen the movie Pay It Forward? The GolfTraxx Challenge poses a pay-itforward challenge to the 120,000 plus customers who have already downloaded
GolfTraxx to their device. None of us know what courses we may have the opportunity
to play in the course of our lifetimes, but ALL of us have already played and most of us
wil continue to play our fair share of courses over the years. So what if EACH of us
spent 10 or 15 minutes on the golftraxx website and mapped a single course that has not
yet mapped in the GolfTraxx database? Think of it as a “random act of kindness” done
with no expectation of receiving anything in return.
The pay-it-forward notion is that each of our customers that subsequently plays on one of
those mapped course will obviously benefit from that random act. If each the golftraxx
users accepts the challenge and maps a SINGLE course, GolfTraxx will have 4 times the
number of mapped courses in its database-versus its closest competitor! This, in return,
the ENTIRE golftraxx user community will ALL benefit from these random acts,
collectively, for YEARS to come!!
The guide assumes that you are somewhat familiar with our website and know how to
search for golf courses in a zip code near you.
If not, simply direct your browser to http://golftraxx.com/courses.htm
Enter the zip code of your home course or your home into the search tool to view a list of
the near by courses. Each course listed will indicate whether it has already been mapped.

From there, you can first click the View Card button. If we don’t have an up to date
scorecard, please email us a link to the scorecard or fax it to 925-406-0525.
If we already have the card, prepare for the brand new and simplest way we’ve EVER
offered to map a golf course (in about 15 minutes on line) is to click the Map It! button
on the search results page for any course not yet listed as having Basic GPS.

A page similar to the following is shown:

This Google map can be zoomed in and out and moved east/west/north/south as needed.
Find the first green on the course. Next, right click on the 01 on the page

You should now see a new line appear on the screen with a list of the placemarks to add
(each in a gold box) which looks similar to the following:

Click each of the placemarks listed and drag them to position them on the appropriate
places on the green.
When completed, just click the next hole number and re-position the map.
When you have completed all 9 or 18 holes, click the Save Placemarks green button at
the right.
You can now check out your work.
Go back to the golf course search page you started on, and this time click Update Map.
On the resulting page shown below, click the View Hole buttons next to each hole to see
where the placemarks were placed into the map.

In the future, this page will also provide the ability to re-position placemarks for each
hole, and re-save them. PLEASE NOTE: the placemarks you add into the map do not go
immediately into production. You need to call or email once you are finished, and we’ll
take it from there.
Once you have reviewed the placemarks for the holes for this course, shoot us an email or
give us a call, and we’ll get it added to production right away. GolfTraxx will make all
courses that have been mapped and uploaded to our website available to other GolfTraxx
members via website download for FREE in minutes, so feel free to contribute your
favorite courses generously.
As mentioned, GolfTraxx is also developing an on-line method for updating the
placemarks for your favorite already-mapped courses.

You can check it out at the view mapped courses page:
http://golftraxx.com/view_mapped_golfcourses_by_zipcode.php?zipcode=94506

NOTE that there is now a button for each course included in the mapped course list called
Update GPS.
Clicking the new button results in a familiar page displaying the course scorecard, with
one new feature we think you’re going to like.

Each hole on that scorecard now has a button called View Hole and Update. When you
click it, you’ll see the hole, with the current locations of each of the placemarks.

These placemarks can be dragged (if necessary) then you’ll be able to click an Update
button to update the coordinates for this hole in the staging database (after checking the
course out). Once you complete the necessary updates, shoot us an email, and we’ll
update production with your changes just like we can now do for brand new courses
submitted..
We hope you’ll enjoy this product and find your way to lower scores. We’re sure you’ll
appreciate our open-standards based approach. We welcome any input you might have
for improving our product.
Good luck and good golfing!
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